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Provide technical assistance to local governments on 
planning / zoning / policymaking for clean energy

Don’t re-create the wheel
Start with manageable scope

Utilize network

EGLE Grant



• Survey of local governments
• Database of zoning for energy
• Curated repository of templates, guidance

– Create new content as needed

• Answers to FAQs, case studies
• Real-time consultations

– With local governments
– At conferences

• Contribute to emerging clean energy policy discussions

Year 1 Activities



The Survey

• Goal:  better understand local officials' 
perceptions of the costs, benefits, and 
likelihood of engaging in future energy 
management activities to inform EGLE 
activities

• Sent to 1,856 local units
– City (mayor + manager or clerk)
– County (board chair + administrator)
– Township (supervisor + manager or clerk)
– Village (president + manager or clerk)

• 1,350 responses (72.7%)



Relevant products

• Questionnaire, data tables (by 
region, pop size, jtype) online
– http://closup.umich.edu/miles

• 2 public reports
– Intergovernmental collaboration (9/30)
– Everything else (10/7—TODAY!)

• 2 internal white papers
– MILES Breakdowns / recommendations 

for UP, low-income, and MGC
– Mining of past data MPPS data

http://closup.umich.edu/miles


Key Findings from Energy Survey



How relevant are the following issues for your jurisdiction’s 
government?
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UP:  How relevant are the following issues for your 
jurisdiction’s government?
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In UP, each issue less 
relevant, though still 
almost half on energy 
efficiency and 
placement of 
infrastructure



Status of energy planning / policymaking?
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UP: Status of energy planning / policymaking?
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In UP, less extensive 
consideration & 
implementation; 
more “not at all”



What are the barriers to developing energy policies? 
(among those who have not considered energy policy or feel it is irrelevant)
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UP:  What are the barriers to developing energy policies? 
(among those who have not considered energy policy or feel it is irrelevant)
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In UP, not so much lack 
of interest as lack of 
expertise & cost
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UP:  Is there a person specifically responsible for 
addressing energy issues?

UP: 14% have staff or 
consultants for energy; 
statewide = 19%

UP: 25% with zoning
have no planning staff 
or regular use of 
external consultants



UP:  Would your jurisdiction take advantage of any of the 
following?
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Have energy audits been conducted…?
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UP: Have energy audits been conducted…?
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UP: 30% of Js have had 
energy audit on some 
public facility



UP: Why have energy audits not been conducted on public 
facilities?

(among those who have not conducted any audits)
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Do building inspectors in your jurisdiction struggle 
to enforce current energy codes?
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“Codes are too complex and don't always 
apply to the types of construction within 
our community.” 

“I think we have one building inspector 
shared by more than one county. 
Distance, budget, old buildings, and 
political will are obstacles for us. We 
would love to hire even a basic code 
enforcer. If we had a building inspector, I 
think they would struggle with the fuel 
mixes and independent nature of our 
public. “



UP:  Which best describes your jurisdiction’s 
collaboration on the following issues?
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UP: Jurisdictions with interest in 
(but not currently) collaborating



UP: How much do you trust the following as a source of 
information on energy?
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Source: Spring 2019 MPPS



UP: Environmental vs. climate message
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“Promoting environmental sustainability is an important 
aspect of local government leadership” 

“How serious of a problem is climate change?” 
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• Meet communities where they are
– Leading (Catalyst Communities), interested middle, those who are uninterested

• Use peer-to-peer sharing to convey opportunity for low-cost municipal 
action
– Community Energy Management Webinar Series

• Partnerships key
– Increasing collaboration

• Education on EVs

Statewide Take-aways

https://www.michigan.gov/climateandenergy/0,4580,7-364-85453_85458-540872--,00.html


• Technical assistance esp. on community engagement, 
planning/zoning

• Opportunity for intergovernmental collaboration
– Sharing staffing, green purchasing

• Messaging about environmental protection, economy really 
important

U.P. Specific Takeaways



• Benchmarking / energy use data
• Renewables on public lands
• Renewable energy goals
• EV infrastructure needs / local policy making

• Able to do specific analyses; just ask
– http://closup.umich.edu/miles

So much more in survey…

http://closup.umich.edu/miles


Resources for communities



• Database of all zoning ordinances 
in the state; which have wind/solar 
content

• Help find peer communities
• Target outreach / technical assistance

– Understand pros/cons
– Proactively plan

• Available at 
https://www.michigan.gov/energy/

Michigan Zoning Database

https://www.michigan.gov/energy/


• In UP:
– 57% of ordinances include wind

• Some are out-of-date…

– 6% include utility-scale solar
9% include small-scale solar

• Solar likely interpreted as accessory 
structure 

Michigan Zoning Database



• Curated repository of 
templates, guidance
– EGLE’s Website

• Case Studies, FAQs
– Brownfield solar
– Economic impacts

• March-April 2020 issue of 
Planning & Zoning News

Planning and Zoning Resources

https://www.michigan.gov/climateandenergy/0,4580,7-364-85453_98214---,00.html


• Webinar series
– Benchmarking, audits
– Code adoption primer

• Integrating work of other Energy Office grantees
– RMI assistance for advanced communities
– WUPPDR guidance
– EV convenings

• Utility-scale solar taxation clarification

Other related activities



Any questions?

Sarah Mills, PhD
Senior Project Manager, 
University of Michigan
sbmills@umich.edu

mailto:sbmills@umich.edu
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